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...Abstract

ioral objectives provide the basis for systematic planning Df

instruction. This Systematic approag4 enables the-designer t work-more

effectively and it enables the learner to, understand what is expected"Upft:
.

completion of the- learning -experience. There are however, a wide range of ,

views concerning the advantages of behavioral objectives. The'purlpose of this
P ' I,

'paper .is to present a critical review of the literature on behaviora.1 objectives. -,

-,
(...,

. "riliS paper js diVided into 'four majar areas: (1) definition of a behaVidral. 4
,,. .

objective; (2) the function of behavioral objectfveS;.(3) onsiStent-acceptable ...

.
.. .1 ,, '-

,,

fdrmat for c4stru.cting.behavioral objectives; and (4),th pros -'and cons -of'

)

behavioral,/bjectives.

s L

The literature reViewATveals.that current findings.,on theeffects of
/",- -

. ,,

/instructional objectives4rOvide noscomidsi, ve or' consistent. to on the
. -I-

/

relationshiplbetween the use of objectives anestudent ConseciUently

11 //,

there is arped to assess the behavioral objectivei movement, td identt64

strengths and weaknesses, and,t6 sugge t areas in which research is - needed:;,



/

1

Introduction ,
,

,.
!BehaVio-ral objectives .have been ,C'entrar' to the concept- of irstructiOnal

. 2

-1-

systems-,deyelopirtent" They,,:have\nol&been..incOrporigied into the designing of
-

curriculum, Ihey p(rOvi de the -basis for TanningTrig i nstructi on. The-y-114k- ,been

used to tell ;learners what i§ expected of them upon.completion of. the 1 earning
. .

'f. experience. There is, howeVer; wtde range of views concerning the advantages

of behavioral objectives,., as well as many varying opinions as-to the technical.

aspects;-of' hbw and for v/hat 'purp-ose they should, be ;'Behavioral" objectives
, .

.. , 4 , , Is,
_,,

prOvide .,apoint of ,departure- for a thciroughgoing Sttempt to 'Imprci,.4ruction...
. .

By precisely stating in behavioral terms what the student should be able to4
0 tl 1,.....

':. da after the l'earning:ekrierienee, tile designer hopes to reduce- any gaps
. , , ,

betWeen the;desired'outcomes of_education and the intentions .,int..the .10 ructor.

Th)s approach' has-been criicized from both,. u t'iculum spetialists an

V4---ectucatforral technolopists. This paper is a ,c ticalreview of the literature
.. .

on behavior al objectives;; it is, cpAined into 'four parts.: '(1) determining a

consistent defipition; (2) a consistent acceptablv, -format used for writing
, ,.',

behavioral objectivesL) the function of 'behgvioral obiecfives, and (4/ the(
7 :Na

cases for and' againstAzthe use of: behayiorhl -.objectives.
kv

Defining Behavioral

At first it ma'y seem .that defining objeativeS retalii not A.difficult

task. However, educatorst expe4eileed h curriculum level opment courses,

developthent, and ttte:aho:haNie 'tried to develop procedures for evaluating

students will attest to he'....factz-tha it is. Palmer (1974)fe4 1s that most --T.

educators ake the -task. of defin behaviordI objectives far too complicated.



.

,This section of th 1 be diVidq into five - .parts:. (1),..-Defining

ehaviora Objectives
.

on to' Terminal havior, (2) Definipg_

.

Behavioral Objectives in'11...4- on.to Subject Matter, (3) Operationalitm and , .

1,.

' . .4!,
,.

ehavioral Objectives, (41 Opposi0 View POints Conerning the gefinition;

///
, a. I g. : . . . ` ...

and (5) Research ReYated -go, the Development of a Consistent Operational* . "'.

:A: ,.,

Defi ni ti on .
1

`/ --, 4.14- sk'V a
".

,

,e I Cf
l'

.
% b

.

'befi rii ng Behavioral. Objectives in Relation to Terminal Behavibr.

i.
Many educitors have defined'the'term behavioral Lincivall

(1964). states that the process of developing behavioral objettive it basically7.: ;,;./.

one of \ fatilitating communication This is accomplishe by choosing

precise words and statements- so that there is A clear and exactmeaningsfor.,

those reading the objective. Popham (1969) writes that whether thespstate-
.

ments are referred to as objectives, aims, goals, intents, or Outcomes
-:

,is

relatively unimportant. Whatelier synonym is used,a behavioral objective

. I

. should refer to an, intended. change which.one wiShes to bring alput in a -

learner. Bloom (1956) deafies oS'jec ives as being specific fon-MIAs-that-the
I -

educative process uses to chAnge student behavior. Mager's (1962) definition

o-PbehaVioral objective has probablyinfluenced,more educators than any other

definition: Iran objective is a statement desNainga prOosed change in a

learner; it specifieswhat the learnewill4be like Olen he-,has successf lly

completecrAjearning,experien.e. F:1,-, example, an objective written *f

/[5th grade science class using. Mage .'s 3 characteristics of A.well stated
, 4

objectfVe would look Tike- theJollowing:H. Given a battery; light bt0b,-sotket,-

i
anthpieces f WRe, -4he studen-E.w.11 be 'Ible.-to dempnstrpte the. making-of an

e

,
electricirCuibY cOrliecting:Wires to bAtte d,socketAnd teNng the' --''

"'"=, - ,

. .

- , e- , Is, :

:TightIng:of the

rr



Definiag Behavioral pbjective-s. in:Relatioti-fo, Subject Matter
^ 7 I

'' P majOr cOnsideratiOrrwhen one is:defining behavioral objectives- is that
'

of determiniq what is-to be learned hy the lerner. .fm educational objective. ,_

. - . -

- , haS 'been desceribed as ;one' iri1,,rhiah the learne's behavior is.jcl early' and'''''
1 :-',:' 4.. -. , -. : '' -2 . . ,

:"1". precisely specified in relation to the, subject Matter with which' the lear'ner
...-,1 -

ig expected to d'eal. Thrrizi, the objectiVe must specify riot only-,, the learner's
,

. terMinal behavior, but q,1$0 the particular aspects of the subject matter to
1

('

. ,

4:( ' ' I,,-- O'

' w h i c h the leahier",Must addresS himself in order that learning 'maylcdur. i

age aid jiri 99s,, (1974 tate that the.,fii-st step'' in defining objectives iS to

identifyther,purpasC'of-, the course.. This purpose s-houlcd. be cond'erkied with'
-

-What be,harVioral Change.will take place Should the purpose' of the:courses:be / v..:, ..-

attained. They also feel that these purposes Should be stated as i.intne,diate /
,, ,

\ : ,.
outcomes -of inStructiori,; and not outcomes to beiseached. in t e d4Stan-efUture.,;-

- . . -:,- Lear
,

-Thi5.protess of. .cleiltify.ing, the purpose will -help, teachers t make

statemnts,of-What' they.LaisaTtrying toAeach,.. Some teachers.,in the past have
c - h ,

had, a trear understanding of what was- to,13b taught, and what was tio, be learned
.-.... ..4 , .

1)y-4-the, stide'r.it;Ard were able ;td translate this .notion info)elevant Lear mg

expeeitnecs'without ever haVineg-- Pict them awn on pa-Der.' HOwever, many thr ,.

teacKers_haVe.not careiedtheir,thifiking"beyond the
,

point 'of selecting the re
4 * i

licontent to be presented. They haVe considered cardtilly what the students_ . . ,
tr

. .
' : .. ,1

are to, do with the information.

OperatiorWrim and Behavioral Objectives
i ,

0Perationalism is a concept borrowed from the hard sciences. It is con-

cerned with banishing ambiguity ant obscurity from the languagesOf science,

By. applying sientific concepts -to conci-ete,procedres one could avoid -`

inconsistent and contradictory me ings. In the context.of4.objeceives
-4 -'

t-cr is

"ts



refer$ 'to 'the procesS ofdefining_abstract constructs or co4cept in terms:of

limited number o instances drawn. frorn-the:_threeAornains of l'earning:-

cognitive, affective', -and psychomotor (Tiernan, 1977). Tuckman'(1972) says,

.
-an operational definition is a definition based on the obS-ervabre character-

,

istics..of that, which' is be.ing defined. In the field of behavioral research,

,operational,definitions are formulated so that statistical, methods can-be
. -

applied. These.methods produce reportable evidence and hard,conclusions.,

The behavioral objectives approach requires that behavioral objectives be
Ate .

precisely stated in behavtoral terms.

iS

Opposing.View Points Concerning the,Definition

.Some .educators feel.thWi there is difficulty with explicitly defining
.1

behavioral obj tives; MacDonald7Ross (1973) points out that some of t

4
problems encouflite ed in the behavioral objective domain are extensions of

'-

the basic problems faced by operationalism. H states: "What exactly

4
ounts.as an. operatiOn? What happerl to the Concepts when we are not per-

forminopperations or if we have not yet learnt how to perform t em?9

Hempel (1958) says that ?he dreatest advInc in stiegfifiesyst matisation

have not bean accomplished as a r esult of referc ng exp to observable

behaviors, but rather by mean of laws thatspeak. sf various hypothetical' or

°

theoreticaliattributes. He points out that activities, events.; and attitudes

a

which are Utt ascertainable by direct observation,kave an import4nt and valid

place in the educational system. For instance, in the fine arts it is
,

extremely.difficult to have an observallle product when judgmept, feeling,
,

-. .

-sand creativity play such a major. role.r.MacDOnald-R 6;CiInt out thatas -Far .,.-

-,

, .

.

)
i..;!. '. '7 .

.
. .,.. .

. . .- .
..

.

.

. as art subje s are con erned;',there age ho.uWmate gbais to.be reaChed,.;but
-4, .

rather st dards of-jud ment,and7'tastes to be developecr' He also sdys that



these broad goals in the arts do represent a typq of behavior, Which being
. ' ..

. .----.-
. , ,

, internal is not observable. Eisner (1967) supports the poitions 4it attitudes;,

.

,..

-,7---

values; ati ye eXperiences are impor6nt education1al pis which cannot be .--...,

-11

translated into behavioral BUrns.(197afeels that if the definition,

Y

of behavioral objectives is concerned only with specific behaviors, there is

-4
no _room for expansion, self discovery, originality, and whatever you might

wish to call that which' is subsumed under.the,general term 1!creativity.".

-

Research ReAted to the Development of a Consistent 00erational Definition'

A series of studies (Barron, 'Gerlach, and Haygood, 197, and Haygood,

Gerlach and Igand, 1977) deal with analyzing rater's,peruptioa of the corn-
] . J

Knents of behavioral objectives, rated both iti isolation and within. complete

statements' of objectjves. These studies measured the degree to rhich the
. -

, I

various components:contribute td.theratersperceptions of the complete.

objective. These empiritaT'-studies have currently investigated the development

of a consistent opehtional definitionlIf the terds%behavioraloobjectiv

The results indicate clearly that,no single component, the y4rb, dirAt object,

,,condition, or standard, should be singled out as being of!primary importance

A

'N in determining the character of a behavioral objective. Investigators are

moving cToser towards a consistent operational definition of.theobehavioi-al

pbjectiVe, but additional research"-is needed that will limit the many dis-

crepanties among educators concerning the definition.

II Form
.

,

Major Theorists VieWrar(Form.
->

Many artiCleS and books baVe appeared in the ptOfestional literature

concerning the prper form of behavioral objectives (Mager,,1962, Bloom, 1964,;
v 0



Lindval1,1963, PophaM and Baker., 1g70,,and Kibler,. Barker, and Miles, )970)."

Tyler (1934) suggests.one should state the'oMectives in such clear and

terms that they. can erve as, guide for constructing test questions.,
9

,

Many statements of objectiyes r so vague .and 'nebulous that they `prove to

be glittpring-general4ties which are fi. SS guide in teaching and
4

value,.in Making examinations: -'page ls'(1962) three criteria for,a well

stated beha.Ooral objective are Probably the best'known: (1) One'should state
. .

, theobjectivein terms;,of.mhat the: ner will be able to do after the
.,.,.

. .:
.

.

,
. , - - .,,...'

4

`'.This-.This is done by selecting verbswhichde4ribe observable

"action Spa) words as identify, describe, construct;- andlist are far less

ambiguous thaiLverhssuch as to knO,, under:Stand, or abOrec te. (2) The :

second characteristic 'of a well stated objective is a 'stat one t of the tondi:\

3'
tionsnderwhich th, performance i-. to occur. Conditiont. should be stated

N

clearly enoughtthat therS,understand intent as you understand it.

13) .The third characteristic of a well stated objective is the criterion, the

quality or level of- performance that will be conSidered acceptable.

t Some EWncators feel that Mager's criteria for amell-stated behavioral

'.-
.

obj pie HavewNaknesses. Merrill (l70) reports that Mager's criteria for
,.:1 :

.

a well-sta,ted objectlyyfajl to distinguish the 1-eVel:A behavior. He estates
..

. .-

, . ,

''-that there are mdre purposes toAiwtructional.objectives than transmission of

knowltdge and increasing proficiency: He also poTntsout that there are two%

....

Olasses'of pondirions,under which behaViorlLis to occur. The first is concerned

. ,, - \
and

. .

With those condit4ionsrelated to a.particular subject matter andunique to the '',.-
1 '

%..testing situaiiont- An example afa aondition stated in a betwavioral object-hie

for a math class would bel*"...using only a calculator... "' or "..,using only.

is concerned with"; .t4 psygholosgical conditionsthe protractor,..." The second

:which help define:the behavior being oberved',_ This second type is quite often

S.



overlooked and is more important-becausePthe type of.behavior being observed

will change witsm.psychological condition are changed. Inmost cases the

psycholOgicil conditions are not stated in the' objective, but -haVe an impor-

tant effect upon its outcome. For example, the clasSroom learning environment
.

. is `typically not normal,the day before ,Christmas vadation MacDonald-Ross

,(1973) feeis that fourth characteristic shou)d lso be considered when deter-

Mining what cons vtutes a well stated - objective: objeCtive should be

releNiant:to the_getieral educational aims of a'Course. He states "No rules

. <4

are giVen for fachiieVing this' criterion which' is actually the mgst difficult

to achieve, yet the most important ofi all" (p. 12)."

Gagne., and Briggs (1974) agredwith the three basic criteria s't forth
.?

by Mager and,later writers conceang a well-stated behavioral objectivg.

. .

Gagne .and Briggs also state .that th4 choice of verb in an objective is a matter

of critical importance. They -feel that there are two kinds of verbs which

must,:,be incorporated into an objective: The first verb denotes action. Verbs

denoting actiOn are .not
e

idcifftult to find. Common ones are, writes, draws,

1-telects, matches, names, groupsrverifies: There are many others as well.
r '

The follo<ng-exaMples .d6notes action Without use of reference materials,
,

state the-provisions Of the Fifth Amendment, in writing. While it may be

essential'for dompletenes Of communication, is not necessarily. the most-impor-

tant verb in the definitiOpof.an objectife2 kTfiesecond the
.r

majorvefb) which they feel 'i's probably of even greater importance .in its

'denoteslearned capability. It has the purpose of\oMmuniCatirig

;the kind Of human capability one expects to be learned, as,it may be observed
)

perforMance.:e3(hibited by the.student. The "ollowingNerbs desdribe,'
A

performances implying4learned capabilities: discriminate, classify; demon-

.

strate, generate, ?xetute, originate, identify, andOtate. Several examples



.

1E. 11'

that use verbs which describe learned c4abilities are "....states orally

the major issues in the Presidential campaign of 1968," and '...identifies,

by naming, the root, leaf, and stem of representative plants." Early writers

regarded the verb as the primary determiner for which objectives were con-

sidered behavioral. Many writers provided us with lists of verbs. Not until

Deno and Jenkins (1968) was there any empirical data collectedregarding the

-verb and behavivrality. Deno and Jenkins selected a list of verbs from a

/
, well-known experimental curriculum. They had a group, of elementary and

secondary teacherssrate the verbs on a five point scale of obserV'ability.

The following results were reported by Deno and Jenkins "The results

indicate that many widely used and recommended behavioral terms refer to

behavior which is no regarded. by teachers to be.as clearly 'observable" as

r
some have sugge§id" (p. 22). They concluded that verbs used in behavioral

objectives are selected for usage rather than observability. Gerlach (1974)

replicated the Dtno and Jenkins study, 'by rating therms*NONAillaty-nine verbs.

The results,obtailed by the study were basically the same as those reported

by Deno and Jenkins.

r

A Closer Look at the Three Essential Characteristics-of a Behavioral Objective

A verb which describes overt behavior is, the. main factor involved in

stating clear descriptions of what the learnen must do to perform the task.

There are many verbs'which could be used in behavioral objective statements.

The following list is illustrative of widely used verbs: identify, name,

describe, construct, statejdiscriminate, classify, generate, name, order,

Check., and perforM (Sullivan, 1969,' Deno and Jenkins, I968,,Gagne and Briggs,

1974, Gerlach, 1974)..
(
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;(--
-The choice of verb in an objectiye is a matter of critical important e.

The primary reason is the avoidance of-ambiguity. ,The statement of an objec-

tive should communicate reliably, in such a may ,that two differentliterate

people will agree on the specific behavior which is to be exhib4ed by the

learner. Word; such as "knows," "understands,Y "afreciates," do not communi -
,

cate reliary. The action 'should be expressed in the objective so that anyone

who reads it will be able to identify the same performance.

The statement of conditions which specifies the condition under which the
.

behavior is to occur is the second essential characteristic of a well-stated

° behavioral objectiv.-1 The-conditions spe ify the limitations and restrictions

.which are imposed on a learny when,-folloWi,ng instruction, he performs the'.

task stated in thp obj -ve. Conditions describe .ttie materials, events,,

.

information,
1.

and the objects iyf the learner's qnVironment: :Examples of stimulus

conditions include the following:

"When presented with a typed

With the use of class notes....",

"Without-the LN ofivclassnoteg' or other references...

r

Ambiguity is reduced when' precise limitations and restrictions are specified.

The third
t

essential,ch6acteristic of a well stated behaioral'objective

is'the statement of criterion,. which describes .how well the learner is to per-
.

form the task.' The criterion or stanthrd provides a basis for devaluating, the

Prescribed behavior. For example, consider the objective "Name t 'he four major

food crops grown' in Arizona." Jhe standard is "correctly name all four major

food crops grown in Arizona and only those'four. Thus a performance standard.

is a specified level of achievement used to determine,whether,or not atask

beeni_mastered satisfactoriLi Perfo"rmancp :standa_rsis,,I;e34) both teachers



''and students know where any given student is in a program. Mager (1962)

states, "When the minimum acceptable performance for each objective 'is speciT

. .

fied we have a performance standard to use in assessing students' work:

Mastery generally means that the student will exhibit the performance

'100% of the time (minus some small percent for "measurement error"). However,

frequently it is appropriate to; set a lower standard, such as three- out of

five''pi:oblems ,solved "correctly,. -or four out of sidefectS idefitified (Bloom,

( 1671). Briggs (1970). sttes , "Many people find the how well criterion the most

awkiard 'taipclude in a'-statement. of objectiVes. But, for objectives requiring

'More complex-evaluation, may be easier to omit third criterion from

I:

the actual statement:of the objective, and present it in the scoring key, and

grade conVersionlguide, showing just what standard: of student performance will

be considered acceptable."

Oehavioral ,objectives. do not 'state in quantitative terms what- criteria

will be `used to clef-ermine wHether Or,not the,.objeCtive has been satisfactorily

. .. .

met (Gagne and.Briggs',197,4). The objective does not ',say how many times 'the

students-is to "demonstrate the addition of -whole numbers, " or how many "errors"

will be permitted. They do" not.state what will be needed for th'e observer to -

be con'fident thatothe ObS6ctive has been Met., Gagne andArfggi" feel that- there,.
,

/.
are two reasons why:the_ criteria ,should not 'be included in the objective state-.,

menti First, the criteria specified in an objective is.not likely to be

,applied in the same manner tb all individualst Second, the question of

criteria of performance is a question of "how to measure," and is bound up with

the techniques of performance assessment. At the point in the instructional'

planning when objectives are being described, it is confusing 'to become

'concerned with assessment procedure. The concept of .mastery implied by the



objective statement is derived from an'important theoretical viewpoint. The

theory, underlying Gagne's (1970) learning hierarChies accounts for the fUnc-
,

'tion of mastery. AccOrd.4fig to the.thepry, the-achievement of an IntelleCtual

skill is important because it supports the learning of more complex skills.

Strictly speaking from a practical.view, Gagne and Briggs point out that it

As.not possible to predict in precise terms how mastery should be measured.

They -state; "It is not-wise to adopt some arbitrary standard like five!out of
9,

six correct responses. The criterion of mastery will vary with what is being':

learned, and needs to be determined as a part of the assessment process" (p. 89).

/
The Toles of the three basic components of an objective, as qtated by

Mager (1962) have been researched by Barron and Gerlach (1974). Their results

confirmed the importance of the verb in objectives, but they also found that -

the choice of conditions and criteria,influences the rating of a complete

objective. Haygood et al. (1977) state that "no single component, such as the

verb, should he singled out as being of primary importance in determining the

characteristic of a behavioral objective."

Some writers contend that form should be considered only as a function of

an'objective. There is little point in requiring a teacher to writean objec:-

tive in standard form without taking into account the purpose for stating the-

objective (Harlen, 1972). This purpose should provide the basis for teachers'

to make decisions in' their everyday work in guiding learning n the classroom.

Of course there will be a 'variation from one teacher to another as to the form

clr expression. Harlen states, "The form in which,the objectives are stated

"must atgbbe left to the-teachers trying to specify them in the detail advol-.

Cated by Mager may be ofJlello to some in encouraging clarity.Of thought, it may

beAinnecessary'for others"Ap. 234).

40
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InitrI/tional, or classroOm, objectives are.primarily the responsibility

of teachers and cannot be determined by anyone else (Rarlen, 1972). Unfor-

tunately,'.1eachers'are frequently untrained.in the use or forMulation of

behavioral objectives in which case oUtsiders'SUggett7examples br'.provide.

guides to defining objectives. This may do as mu0 harm as good if teachers

accept others'. objectives as their own, or if they go through a superficial.

training which teaches them the form bUt not the philosophy behind the concept

of objectives (Marlen, 1972).
, I

Mapyteachersare now being given the opportunity to implement a developed

objective based instructional program. Niedermeyer-and Sullivan (1977), state

that teachers do have the optiop of'accepting or rejecting an objective based

program on their judgment of the worth of its objectives and resources for

their pupils. There is no 6;i3licit.requirement that teachers are to use all

the materials that have beerAeveloped for them, or closely follOw,the recom-

mended instructional procedures. The intention of the teacher and the program,

however, is -6, *duce s'ucgesiful pupil performance on the 'objectives. To

reach this goal teachers should use whatever resources and creative abilities

Function of'Behavioral Objectives

The functions of behavioral objectives can be,divided into four categories:

(1) aid in design of developing efficient instructional programs; (2) provide

guidance in evaluation of instructional programs;,(3)facilitate learning for

students; and (4) inform teachers, adminiostrators,and general public of the

purposes of the instructional program.

Aid in Design of(Instruction. Objectives offer a systematic, means of
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planning in education. When designing a program or system, one needs, to know-.

what a successful solution will look like as well as what criteria it must

satisfy. MacDonald-Ross (1973) implies that behavioral objectives can provide

the only possible rational basi's for evaluating the success of the learning

experience. The course becomes successful only if the'sfudents can demonstrate

satisfactorily what the objective's predict. He also states that objectives

indicate how the process of teaching should be conducted as well as help_to
r

aSsist in the !selection and design'of instructional acti6ties.

A systematic procedure for developing instruction has been developed by

Gagne (1974). He states that when objectives are'known, one is able to infer
. _

what kind of learned capability is being, acqufred, and, one can also determine
0

.what conditions will be needed ,to Uri g about the, learning-with'greatest

efficiency. Clearly, then, the systematic design of lessons which make up

courses will result in the ,development of a sizeable collection of sta ements

of objectives., This collection of objectives will be constructed by.ufsing

,

such schemataas Bloom's Taxonomy (1956) or Gagne's learning hierarc (1P0).

Higher level objectives will Ue formulated which will depend on the acquiSi-

These lower level .objectives will be steppingtion of lower level objectives.

stones or=prerequisite skills that vill have to be mastered before the higher
.

leVel .goal or objective can be achieved. Thus the specification of prerequisite

skills should provide. a complete descriOtion of those preyibuslylearned

.needed by the learner in order to acqUire the'neW.skill.most readily. The

'identification of performance. objectives makes possible the classification of

capabilities into useful" categories. Without these'categories, we can deal

with learning principles only on a very general basis. With them, it becomes

possible-to infer what kinds of learned capabilities are being acquired at any.
r.
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given, point in"\-ttre- Tear:hi ng prOcess. One can also determine Under what-condi-

Internal aS.well as external) therlearning.expertencVakeS.place,

This nowTedge may increase the efficiencyof one's instruction.

ceObjective§:'an4'Intruction is to be. designed wtthreference.to perfqrM

the prerequisite capabilities they. imply.. The first Necess y component in the

design of instruction is to classify the lesson as havng.a partictilatype of

learning Objective. Along with specifying objectives;two otW components

are included- in the design of instruction. One deVeloping,methods.ydesignin

patvials;- producing media.; and developing learning experiencesor-eker ises;,

the other is evaluating the success of the learners aftee the instruct.'

process.' Mager (1968) describes the three components of instruction in an

easy to rememper format: (1), Where-am I going?, which refers to how to ,achieve

the objectives; (2)How.wll get there?, which refers to how to achieve the--
,

objectives and (3) How will I know wheri I've arrived?, which, is the evaluation

proce'ss of determining whether or not the student has satisfactorily achieved

the objective. These three questions can be used when planning instruction. .

-One does not have to proceed in any given order 'when developing the three

components. MacDonald-Ross (1973) feels this would be entirely too mechanical

a view of the procedure' of instructional design. ather he suggests that '

the designer should do his best ^yn developing objectives, then move, on to

.

considering the end-of-unit tests and then select and develop theinstructional
t,

materia. This procedure would be carried .out until one felt that each

component had been specified as clearly as possible. At this point one would

develop anfirst draft; 6ite frequently there will be changes in some of the

objectives. But of course one would be doing this on the basis of some

evidence rather than on the basis of some vaguely conceived or haphazard
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ages and;disedvantages-There ar.e.,varied viewpEunts concerning he.adva
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oflising-behavioral obJecti-Vs,in instractional,desig+ Baker(
t./' '''`.-

. : `

'example, feels
ov

.restructuring

974) for

t the'use f behaNdorairobjectives in forMing_Vbasis:for

rogram)s mracilave. some nkatiVe conisecjuencA-.-

r. L
BCause objectives 'are. sit in oierstional language; thei:apPearjo-beto

more teachable. Objectinspay'lrk apileyabi6 if they follow 'he fprmula:

"Giv,dn...the student will be able to...", but such is not alway case.

/
Because it, is easy to transform .goals into the accepted behavio al :Objectives

;

.

forMat, examples of learning may b;e^casually produceth, Baker states that

.

ma'nysUpervisors and curriCulum SpeCtaliSts,feel that:as long the behavioral

verb has been supplied, there islittle to criticize. She als states that

(

most behavioral, objectives do not present sufficient cues regardin9.what a

teacher shodld alter in instruction in order to facilitate improved'learning."

Objectives help as a stimulus to clear thinking by forcing the teachers

to think in specific terms rather than in vague ambiguities. MacDonald-Ros's

(1973) feels-that this is aprerequisite for. any system of design.orplannng

and that such thinking:yields the additional benefit of revealing

me't44 that migh:LotherOise remain concealed. Once externaliked, Such:thinking

can be subjected to criticism and testing; andthus instruction can be-itroved.

Since objectives can provide, a stimulus fdr clear thinking, they car pip

teachers-in _developing instfuctional goals, strategies, purposes, and methods.

Kibler, Cegala, Parker, and4iles,( 974) suggest that if te7hers state thei

instructional intent in behavioral objectives, other teachers will be able to

18



; understdnd WhapContent
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nd c. ered withirkthei ciassroom.0
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a

1td,though there is not co plete acceptance among elicators of thc!,specific
/ I 0

0' \ ' ,

use of behavioral objectives in designing inst?uetion',4it can be agreed til.t.'
i . ,

behavioral objectives. can provfde guidelines: for teaching and can 16 ttie:,

Ifoundati6 for a slistema$ic approaii for corriLiium Manniag. .,

r.se .

Guidance in Evlulation of Instruction. ObAjtives are usgful,,-inkhe' , J00.0.''
, -4K: , . i ..---.e ,

ky, 1
r,elialuatiad -pr ss. ,Gagn (1970) stqtRP;dbatt derttliitions of%objectives 'arev , .0

tiptions of what must be observed in order to Iwify.thai the desired -'T. 'cm

.

learnirg.has taken place._ consequently, statements of objectives' are used
4,

-' - ,. L
far' assessing student learni Teachers m4 use obiectives to design situa-

-,
,Yolt,

tions within which student performance can be observed; or objectives can be

used.as a basis for test construction. While objectives can be used as a

basis for evaluating students, they can al6o he used al, a basis for evaluati,ng

instruction. Since objectives are directly related ta instr:bctional content,

and since they include a performance standard, both the student and the

teacher can know the quality and quantity of d Successful performance. If

students constantly fail to Meet the standard specified in the objective, this.

can help the teacher to evaluate either the instructional content or actiivities,

that are related to the objectiyes not being attained by the students. /Revision

of the, instructional content andX2ctivities May' be'Yieeded at this time.

Kibler et al. (1974) 'feel that there are primarfly three functions of evaluation

in instruction: (1) student achievement of instructional objectives; (2)

evaluation of instructional materials; and-(3) evaluation of the instructor.

lKibler gaes on to say that while both norm- erenced and criterion-referenced

testing can be used to provide, information cdncerning the three functions, .

5.4c,p

criterion-referented testing is best suited for accomplishing functions one

19.
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andPiN :ana4heirm-refere-nced testing.is,,Irstrsjaited for function three. 'It' is

.---. i

extremelylmpOrtant thgt teachers be able to determine the f's Tevfl of,-
. 3

,

1

,

.achievement-at 'any ti5 during ar(instructioplprogram:, T s can 11e dOne e

very effectively by keeping a accurate recor . f the 'students' prOgr s on

ach performan obje,c,tive_throligh ut thelinstrbctienal progr . When teachers

.,

have thisA)type of inforthation,xthey Oi I know tow the student is performing at
.

airy weaknessesy time th9y will be able to pinpoint any in learners .

evaluation can occur throughout the instructio01 process. Briggs (1970).

states-that tests over compeAencies of n objective are bseful-for ter-mining
.i.,

whether or not students need additional r aa work. They aki are a Useful

1 ,

source for pinpointing trouble when a student fails tht test of a specejc
a

behaVioral Objective. tuts are given for sPecifiC objectives,-,then can.
. . . -

serve. as a guide for the teacher in\determining whether the sttiderkis' ready.

N to go ;on to.theneXt)objeptive. Tests fOr units :of instruction can revel -the'
.. ,

^learner's mastery of more complex object-Ives. End-of-course:_teitslan'indi-

.1. .

cate studentS' ability,to solve mbre complex problems or ;to apply their

411, v o* e.,

knowledge to a wider range of situations. Gagne (1974) feels the pre-lests

- \
based upon criterion objectives can also help to identify students who have

(
\.

acquired the level .of performance before instruction begins'. ,Such bjectivesY°

,

may 'also ielp in-Ttlentifying students-who lack the pre-requisites o satis--4

factorily meet the criteria set forthin an objective.

Teachers .have few ules to go by when writing .kst items; n of

jontent is often Vaphazard. Consequently., when teachers are ,f -aced with a 1,

student 4 o, ha*not satistvtorily metpthe objectives; they Gften have dif-

ficul y in selecting content for practice items. Teachers,usuaily guess, after

inspecting-the test, what 'relevant class of examplwthey Oay_usi,thai will

4;,

6

4(
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'correspond to the Objectiv,. Baker (1974) fe l-T the ansir, to providing 'data

- , , .0 -r' --(7..,'' ;44" -.., , i - \ ,,. , . , .

to facilitalimprovament of instruction rams) es. in domain refefenced5
...

,.--

It6stincr. This type of testinc6, can supply both the data needed for assessment

- ,

of instructional, programs and infoemation suitable fOr-feedback toteachers
1

to facilitate planfiing. The uSe of domains in the des4n of tests helps

reduce thepro ctionf trivial objeCtives. A domain consists of a fset
It

of knowledge; skills, understanding or attitudes_whe the essential elements
4

41' of thecontent, in which thestudent-IS exppcted to. a quireis carefully

described: Baker states, "domains for teaching and testing represent an

attempt to find a reasonable compromise.between vagueness and over-precision"
1.0

.(p. M. Domain requ e the teacher to focus .on "the range of eligible content

to whichthe learner' skill is ,to: Designa4On"jefcontent rules

lkrepr s the major difference between Tdomain-referenced testing and objective-

used

,

evaluation. Content limits provide a set of rules to "drescrib what

ontent is .appropriate tok.inclide\cim t%samplLin the test on instructional

examples. The content limits describe'the -range of content to which the

'learner ivxpected to respond.

Referring again to the three components in the design of instruction

(seB p. 15), it can be seen that instruction is cyclical-. That:is, the tree

componehts are in constant feedback loops. Not only does the finished

product get tested and.revised, but even the objectives themselves are subject

to revision. The result of such cycling is that theQbjectives, course

tent and:festsAmy,eventually form partSof-akinterlockingsystemi where

ges in.One partwill requireadjustments in the .other two pArtS:Jhe

advantage here is'that the system can cOntinue improving over a' petiod of time.
sir"
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"'"'- T6cifitates Student

/
Learning. When, behaVioral obOctives are given to

f ' 4

students prior to the initructional content whic.Fi is to be presented,.they
.

proVide guidance to the student ntheyrocessing of-inforrbation. Deterline

( 968) says that if studentsare told precisely what the obiectives are, in

, .. .

1

a
a ' 1 . i

. uJr form of minimum perfo-rmance requirements', and if they are given_sample
. . ...

.

.rest qubstions; performance 'c be "tmproved. Behavioral objecti es provide
)

godls which artlefinable a sist in guiding the teacher in' eveloping.
. .. ,ir

student ,activities. .If behav oral oL4ectiAg are used to tell the student

.

exactly how he.is, going to be tested, the threatening aspect of the test will

probably be-reduced.- J esting is a'means X/ whichstudehts can,check.on.their

progress, or'as a tool which the teacher uses to help them progress... By

.

proViding'the'objectiveS tp the students one is communicatingto the students.'

what they acre to do, to achieve satisfactorily. Kapfee(1970), too, advocates

,%-lpresentilng'behavtoralobjeciiyes'to students. He says. that if Students are

given objectivg they will be ab to make intelligent choices concerning'how

they will attain them. In the,pas , students have not had this opportunity.(

'Abler et al. (1974) state that it seemS reasonable-that students whoare

presented with behavioral objeCtives are spared the frustration and time-

:7'

consumiweffOrtof trying to guess what the teacher expects of them. It also

seems logical that students will.learn.m6re.if-they.are told what is expected

of them arid. howthey will be expected to demonstrate that they have satis-

factorily met the. objective..
.

There:are several more reasons for provtding-ObjeCtpes to students

(Duchastel and. Merrill, 1974)..:- lbe first is:that behavioral objectives may .

.

provide direction to students' leaiming4. Since they will know. exactly whatls

-expected of the they will be able to discriminate between relevant and
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E.

Arelevant material. The. second is that-objectives may provae someAggani-

.71*on or general structure to the cont cent or subject matter.. Duchattel and

als.sp9int'Olii that objectives may serve alhanagement function by ,

enabling the students tter organize their time and learning experiences

in 'terms of the goals of'the course. This might help eliminate the typical

cramming sessions which often preCede'tests., Another function is that of

proViding learners feediAck in-e-rifts of the criteria set forth in the OjeCtive,

enabling sttidents to deal with any discrepancies between performance and goal.

Finally, presenting objectives to student's mayjielp'to motivate them. Students

who know that they have satisfactorily meethe criteria set forth in. the

4
objective will probably be more motivated than students whose only reinforce-

ment comes fi-om a grade at the.end of a course. Duchastel,and Merrill also

point out that presenting objectives to students will have no' results if the

4L
studEnts 'paY no attention to,them in the learning situation. Therefore,

. ... . .. .
. , .

. .

.
_

. . .

teachers must make all effort to thoroughly. explain the meaning of objectives

to students so that they-wijOctUally use them .while learning. ikdiscuSsion
. .. . v

on the-form andJunction of behavioral objectives wouldbe helpful., -However,

.

..teaChert must,ye careful not to give long and extensive lists of objectives to

students.,: This may overWhelm and confuse theM. Such a list would defeat its

own purpose.

Gagne et al. (1974) agree that the advantage of proividing objectives to

students is that it Informs the learners of their goal. Gagne disagrees with

those who contend that when one communicates an objective to students, they may

be,inhibited from trying to meet still other objectives-which they may formu-
,

late themselves.

23'



Informs the Teacher, Administrator, and the Lay Citizen of Purposes of

Instructional Program. Accountability-in education has gained acceptance from'

both the ppblic' and the federal givernment. With the growing irivolvement of

pareflt,grou0slin making decisions about local educational systems,, it is

clear that some form ofaccountarlity is needed. The publid should Ise aware

of the exact nature of what learning and Schooling are all,about. This type

of accountability is becoming g ,a'more frequently discussed issue inlucatio n:'

Taxpayers, parents; funding agenCies, and legislators are all extemelsi.

interesied' in. haVing some type of proof that education in fact s taking lidaCC

ip our schools. Are schools really doing what they s they' are doing? . Why

should,any,educator'try to cover up-what is Ring taught? Now and what should

"Johnny" knoW and do. by the end of theschoql year? The answer to these.

questions `is quite simple ands- raightforward: Specify the objectives, which

in turn will informthese'eople about what we are doing and how we_can prove

if. To achteve.AKe balance between spendihg and student learning that aCcounta-,

bility demands, the teacher and school system must show evidence that students

have learned as a result of their instruction. 'EdUcational accountability cant

be'deMonStrated successfully only when educational goals and objectives are
-1

-

precisefy identified and stated. Kibler et al. (1974) say that the use of

instructional bojectives will allow teachers to convey their goals to their

rh

sUpervisors and'school boards. Burns (1972) suggests that specifying what is-.

to be learned is obviOusly-othe function of objectives.

In order to defend budgets or requests for funds, administrators and

teachers can provide the content of courses in objective form to the school

'.board and:thus demonstrate the need..for expenditures to the board in more

concrete terms: This process is much better than trying to provide verbal or

50



verbal-pictorial representations of learning situations as they really exis

because board members are Oft9 too",far-removed from the classroom. Thus,

instructional objectiN;es may provi'de a basis for logical, concrete reasons for

spending money. Scott.(1974) states that objectives can also be used to

eas ain to parentt'or to the community; the philosophy on which a gfven course

of instruction is based.. Parents are often neglected in the educational pro-

cess. However, parents are becomingjncreasingly concerned abut the quality

of 'education in the schools and are becoming more involved.in tiie educational

.proceSs* A 1 t of objectives could be sent home to the parents telling them

which objectives their c ild attained. Parents could then evaluate the pro-
_

gress of their child, at in`tervals Oring th&year and check to make sure that

their child is keeping k-This Would help inform parents ;about the content'

being taught as well as the childs' growth in-the program. These objectives

could also inform parents of the child's weaknesses and strengths. SuCha

procedure.would te'quite an improvement over the report care procedure

commonly used.
I 0

1 .

There appear to be a least two advantages to the use of objectives in

most teaching situations. 'First, objectives prompt teachers to determine the

most significant aspects of the subject matter to be-learned.r The second is

that objectives aid .in establishing criteria for the measurement of classroom

achievement_ Since instructional objectives require teachers to svecify

criteria for acceptable behaviors and to determine in advance how satisfactory

performance will be measured, teachers can achieve an increased sense of

security. They feel more secure in their position and more satisfied with

their professional contribUtion'when they are confident in teaching the subject.

matter, confident of the subject matter's importance, and confident that the

C



r.. ethniques Will measureNpetheror. not the obje.gtives.haVe been
t

met-satisfactorily.

Instrlictional, objectives are important at two levels of administration.'.

The administrator who is in charge of curricula - relied, on objectivesto.insUre

that content and subject are coveredradequ'ately and that subject.mattell)

between courses does notOverlap.pr become redundant. Ins-Criictional.objec_

tines also promote a hi-ead of conqnuitY,aMongrelatedCourSes: Irktructional_

.pbjectiMes developed b teachers gime the suPerMiging:adMinistrator inight

into the teachers' pTiilopphy and course goals. Teachers can collect data to

'determine the effectiveness of their instructional program and-if:students
. .

are continually failing to meet the standards set orth in the objettives, it

may be a result of poor instruction. This in turn will enable administrators

to more effectively evaluate teachers.

IV The Cases for and Against_BehaviOral Objectives

The Case for Behavioral Objectives. Since the time Mager's (1962) classic

book on Preparing Lnstructional Objectives provided a major stimulus to the
,

use of behavioral objectives in the-C.'field of education, two distinct schools

of thought emerged,.. the fir'st arguing the case for the use of behavioral

objectives; and the other against the use In a guing the case for the use

of behavioral objectives in education, a large number of claims have been made.

Proponents of the use of behavioral objectives maintain that behavioral objec-
.

ti 4s clearly indicate -to students :what is required oftheM, and as a result,
. .

student OerforMance.improvet, (Gaghe;.71970,.Mager, 1968, Popham et al., 1969,
. ,

and Tyler, 1960... .COjectives cab also.provide communication between the

teacher and,the student-. Students bectime aware of'where'theif..are going and

what is e5 pected of theM when objectives a-re given to them.. Objectives work



as an organizer. A considerable number of studies collected empirical data

which indicate that gtVing objectives to students prior to instruction will

enhance student learning. Dalis (1970) demonstrated that by using precise

instructional objectives in advance of instruction enhanced-llarning of high

,s'choOl students,in a health education class. The studyimPljes., hOWever, that,

objectives 'must be stated 'in precfse terms, otherwise their value to, the

learning situation is doubtful. Doty (1968).investig4ed the effect of pre-

renting objectives to students in a reading class. The results showed that
A

\a stuldents'who had prior-knowledge of the objectives scored. significantly-'

higheron a posttest than did students who did not have prior knowledge.

Lawrence (1970) studied.two groups of students in a nursing care course, while

Engel (1968) studied two groups of students in a mathematics course. Both

studies reported that the group who received the behavioral objectiyes prior,

to instruction performed significantly .better on .a posttest. Blaney and

McKie (1969) div.ided.stcy volunteers into three groups, a behavioral objec-
,

tives group, a general introdudtion group, and a pretest group. The results

showed thatthd'behavioral objectives group did significantly better than the

introduction group on a posttest. The results also showed no significant

difference between the pretest gvip and the behavlbral objectives group on a

posttest. Students' in a college economics class were divided into two groups:

One group received the behavioral objectives and the other did not Tiernan

(1968) reports that by using retention scores as criterion, the behavioral

objectives group scored significantly better than the non-objectives group.

There are also.,several studies that have shown nosignificant dffferences:.

betWeen groups of ,students who have received behavioral:objectives and. groups. .

who have'not.(BOardman.1970; With-, 1967, andAleinberg, 1970). Therefore,

0
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the generalizability of providing,objectives to students prior to instruction

is not easily determined. The evidence reportedrhere demonstrates the coM-

-
piexity.of the issue.

-

However, it has be'enshown that objectivessometimes

help and,are almOst never harmful. 'Therefore, if;the'provisions of objectives

are relatively inexpensive, one might as well make'them available to students

(Duchastel and Merrill, 1973).

Another reason for using behaviUral objectives is, that thpy serve as

operational aids, basically because they are designed in terms of action

(MacDonald-Ross\, 1973). That is, they act, as a medium of communication or a

mechanism for jriforming people. Curriculum design is developed by the team
1

approach quite often in our schools: By using well specified guidelines,"in

the form of behavioral objectives, each team member will know exactly what

is being asked of him. Thus, the division of.labor can become a much easier

task.

a. A third claim for using behavioral objectives is that by.specifying the

exact behaviors one wants the students to-exhibit, the teacher is better able

to select appropriate learning activities or to design and suggest alternative

instruction strategies appropriate to the individual learner. By constructing

objectives that meet Mager's criteria for a well stated behavioral objective,

the teachers will be guided in their choice of selecting instructional

activities that will be specific, precise, and relevant to the desired outcome.

Because of the systematic approach to instruction that behavioral objectives

afford, the teacher can also pinpoint, at any time during instruction, those

students who may be experiencing difficulty in achieving the objective.' Thus,

the teacher will be able to design and suggest alternative.instruction

'strategies appropriate to the, individual learner. In this sense, the use.



behavioral objectives seryes as an operational aid for the teacher in proyiding'

-individual treatment for 't.uflents. Because the Outcdmes of objectives cali be

replicated, treatment can be individualized. This means that students with

different entry characteristics are recognized and remedial. work can be

prQYided for thosewho may need itl.___Iasts 'develoPed on the basis of objectives,

provide the teacher with diagnostic capabilities. MacDonald-Ross (1973) states

that individualization may also mean that students can choose their own way to .

reach the objectives. For example, they might form contracts., which are

written agreement between the teacher: and 'student, to teach the goal .or

Objectives specifNd by the teacher;

Clear and well sequenced objectives are necessary for indiVidualizAticin..

of instruction. 'Through testing; the teacher identifies where the child

academically at different times in the instructional. program. Piper (1977)

points out that frequent,re-evaluatiou is needed in order to continue moving

the child along'in the instructional sequence. Careful and frequent

recording of studentyrogress is needed to facilitate the quality and accuracy

of individualized instruction, as well as allowing for the evaluation and

continued improvement of teachGg techniques.

A fourth claim for using behavioral objectives is that they play a major

part'in.the Objectives Based Instructional Programs that are being implemented

in our schools. Classroom verified objective based programs have the potential

for enabling teachers to OroviAe students with the sufficient amounts of

practice; feedback, and self correction needed to acquire competency on ti

objectives is still very new to many teachers. Therefore, objective-based

programs are assisting teachers in successfully promoting pupil attainment of

the objectives by providing guidelines for effective teaching procedure.

29
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However, the time that the teachers use to develop the instructional" materials.

and procedures so that fhere is a high level of pupil achievement on the

*_ objectives requires extensive amounts of time, money and expertise.* Sullivan

and Niedermeyer(1977) point out that if,teachers want students to achieve

mastery of,objectives,Ieachers must also be provided with instructional

materials and procedures- developed especially for.the objectives of the

lesson. They go'on.to say that merely providing behavioral objectives to the

teachers will have little effect on the learning situation. Teachers

shbuld not be accountable for high levels of pupil performance on objectives

without the proper development ofAnstrUCtional materials and, procedures.

Sullivan and Niederme9er
conClude'

-that With the increasing rate pf. objectives
. 4r .

based, programs in our schools, there is need for empirical evidence to,sapport

the concept of Objective Based Instructional Progrms.

A fiffhsclaim for using behavioral objectives is,that they provide useful

ifnormation for evaluating curriculum planning. Objectives guide the teacher

&idstudent in.the-teachingYearning process and they provide a measure against

which progress can be judged. If teachers are to improve their teaching,

they must have information. that determines the success of different teaching

methods andjstrategies that are used,in instruction. Well-stated, clear

:`.objectives help provide this infor tion. The information concerning curriculum

planning evaluation is analyzed by using either norm-referenced or criterion-
,

referenced testing procedures. Norm-referenced testing compares an individual's

performance with that of a normative group. 'The standard in this type of

testing is comparing a particular student's score with how other individual

performed on the test. On the other hand, criaion-refereliced 6aluation

procedures are designed to determine whether a student has achieved mastery



of a behavior as specified in an instructional objective(s), In'criterion.

referenced testing the interpretation of'a student's score performante is in

no way depeident upon the performance of other. students. Criterion-referenced
0

procedures assume that if-instructional objectives are important, teachers

should be concerned with whether students have achieved them, not with tow much

they achieved relative to their peers. .Objectives help to provide information

on student actievement throughout: the unit of instructiona a§ well as the end

of the unit. Kibler et al. (1974) point out that criterion referenced testing

is used for at least four different types of testing purposes: (1) for

Pre-assessment purposes, (2), for formative testing--to check on the progress of

students so that assistance may .be provided when 'necessary, (3)'to.defermine

whether components of instructional model need modification, and.(4) to

determine whether students have achieved the criterion levels' of objectives- at

end of instructional unit. Teachers. can.determine whether 'students are ready

to go on to higher'order objectives or more complex objectives by evaluating

lower level ones. AccUrate assessment of what each student can and cannot do

is critical for good teaching. It is a waste of time, as well as frUstrating,

to tell students what they already know aboutithe content:beipg presented or

to present information that is "over their heads. , Teachers have difficulty

'determining where their students are in the instrdctional process. With

objectives clearly in mind, much of the guesswork i' eliminated. When students

'see that they have aChieVed a' satisfactory-perforMance on lower level'. objectives,

they are encouraged to.further effort. Cearlyt4ted .objectives motiVate:

both. teachers and students

Behavioral objeFtivesmay be informativejn,regard to curriculUm planning:"

Bruton (1974) has' done research on whether of not behavioral objectives would
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provide information for dirriculum planning. The researcher evaluated. widely

a 4

used set of oral language objectiNes from the Distar Language I Program

(Englemann, Osborne, and LnOemann, 1969) for use with first grade children.

`The results showed that fifty-four of the eighty-five objectives were shown.

'to be useful in relation to instruction. The r sUlts also indicate that ,

4%

thirty-one of the objectives were not appliable for classroom use \Thus, the

\

research cited shows that objectives can be used for guiding student leirning*.

6

The. Case Against.Use of Behavioral - Objectives: Not:AlleducatOrS,'hy an

neans, favor the use of behavioral.obieCtives: One'concern is:,that..of the

. .

origin of objectives--how are they derived?, MacDonald-Ross (1973) states that'

thert is no consistent yield among educators as to the origin of objectives.

He feeler that two schoolsof thought have emerged concerning methods for

deriving(e ioral objectives.- One group attempts to provide explicit rules

for convertin observable human action into behavioral obSectives. MacDonald-

Ross refers to this group as the "hardliners." They,' do not agree with the

distinction between knowledge and skills and between education and training.

The hardliners believe that one can observe .a "master performer" at a task

and be able to prescribe educational objectives. MacDonald-Ross feels that

the task analysis procedure might be effectiveofor skills biit inadequate for

general education. Foe example, trying to specify the,objectives for a course

in engineering by observing master performers would be quite fruitless unless

you werealsei willing to take into account the network of knowledge and

understanding underlying their actions. MacDonald-Ross states "the hardline

case tWps seems to fail. It is not .sufficient to use observations f. action

(whether of action at work, or during examinations) for a prescript n of

educational objedtives, if'one takes the meaning of the word 'edUcation' at all

seriously."'

0 r)
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The other group fully accepts that educational objectives need to be

derived in a inlay which does justice to the difference between education and

training. This, group is 'constantly trying to justify the use of behavioral

objectives in instruction. MacDonald-Ross (1973) refertto this group as the

"softliners." Popham and Baker (1970), state that objectives are derivpd from

three sources: (1) the learner, (2) the stociety, and (3) subject matter.

They propose that philosophy of education and psychology of learning can help

one formulate general Objectives which can. then be developed into precise

'instructional objectives. MacDonald-RoSs feels that Popham and Baker's

philosophy is frankly "hilarious" Wince it is far from being an operational

Procedure for deriving behavioral 'objectives. All' he critical decisions seem

to be left to intuition and common sense of the teacher. This does not reflect

the concept of a systematic approach.

Many research studies An the area of behavioral objectives suffer from

the lack 9f a precise operational definition of what a behavioral objectiVe is.

Duchasterand Merrill (1973)''andrMacDonald-Ross. (1973) state that there is a

lack' of specificity in relation to determining whether objectives are behavioral

or-non-behaviorall Several studies indicated that some educators use Mager's

three criteria fora well stated behavioral objective when defining the

objectives, others did not. Some studies save. examples of well7stated

objectives, while many others did not This lack of operational definitions

of the objective variables'makes it difficult to compare studies.

The level of specificity needed in constructing behavioral objectives is

another diinc4n in the use of behavioral objectives. MacDonald-Ross (1973)
t

states.that there is an absence of rules for deciding what level of specificity

objectives should be developed. General objectives have a tendency_to,beCome

:11
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vague and ambiguous. In trying to eliminate ambiguity, one runs the risk of .

writing an impossibly long list of objectives. Wight (1973) states that when

teaChers begin writing objectives for what they hope to see as a reS1Ti of

instruction,: they often wri e a behavioral objective for each intended outcome.

This can result in a list so long that /more an obstacle course than an -aid

to leaning for the student.: Wight also tates that Meeting the specification

fOr a properly written objective often inhibits produCtive thinking: Teachers

get. so caught.up in. the mechanics of writing behavioral objectives that they

lose sight of their prin ties, namely, .what they -are really trying to teach,

MacDonald-Ross (1973) concludes that "every time behaviOral objectives have
. .

. .

been constructed on a large scale this roblem, of specificity' has proved Auite

fearsomely difficult." H&J-eels that no satisfactory rules have emerged anq

perhapt the problem of specificity- is insolVable in principle. Woodruff and

Kapfer 0972) state that the level of specificity in construCting objectives,

has seemed to transform educati9 into a mechanistiC .program devoid Of real,

human value: They point out that one. bf the most compelling. critics of-
.

A

,

behavioral objectiyes,,. CHarles tilverman (1970),- states ."Indeed,,iheapproach

to insturctional technology that most researchtrs are folloWing..(based on.

precise, measurable, behavioral terms) 'is. iikely to compound what is wrong with

American education - -its., failure to develop sensitive autonomousthinking,

humane individuals" (p. 196).

Triviality is another criticism of behavioral objectives. In trying to

satisfy the requirements of a properly written behavioral objective, teachers

,

quite often find themsel ves listing inconsequential student behaviors and over-

looking 'important ones. Meaningful objectives are more difficult to state 'in

prescribed form. Pascal (1975) states that many educational goals which can be ,



expressed in.behaviOral objective form are trivial,.with theresult that impol,

tant aatomes of education:are under-emphaSizedbpham (1966) states that by .

going through the process of constructing explicitly stated objectives, educators

can identify and weed out the trivial goals;, then they can begin paying atten-

tion to more meaningful educational objectives. MacDonald-.Ross (1973) states

that while Popham's response that trivial objectives can be weeded.out Once

revealed may be true?.it still avoids the '""huge" problems Of origins and
1

operationalism. He feels that the problem of triviality is'still a problem..

One of the most fundamental problems with behavioral objectives is that

the-.Objective itself is confused with the indicator (means of determining
)

whether the objectiv!, achieved"(Wight; 1973).7-A behaviorial objective is a

statement of a measurement to 1'e taken, under specified conditions with.

Criteria for evaluation to act as evidence that the desired behavior has been

achieved. Many educators suggeSt that one should write a general statement

or goal first. Then behavioral objectives can'be written which relate to the

'general statements. But the general goal is often lost because of the focus on

the behavioral objective; too much attention is devoted to the present per-

formance specified in the indicator as opposed to the future capabilities called

for in the general goal. Special' effort should be made to relate the indicator

the goal. If.this does not happen the.stUdentmaY find-little meaning, in

the specification ofperformance-

Behavioral ObjectiveS,"frequently'dO not take into. account that there may

be many ways orassessing whether an objective-has been achieved. This. is

particularly. true.wh n dealing with'higher order cognitive. objectives or

objectives in the affective domain.. An additional criticism of behavioral

objectives is that they do not specify the measurement to be used. There are
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frequently many opportunities for asttssing the behavior demonstrated within

a learning activity and some of these may be better than those specified ih

the behavioral objective. It' may be argued that behavioral do not

prevent educators from seeking other evidence to verify that the behavior-has

been achieved satisfactorily. But the point is that a well-stated behavioral

objective hasajmeaSurement component that is explicitly stated,. which causes

.
the teacher not to look further for additionalevidence that the objective Chas

been achieved, -

The'question arises as td ,which behaviors or products of behavior can be
. t

accepted as valid for the purpose of objectives? Harlen (1972). states "behavior,

by definition, is observable, but two obsdrvT would not always agree on the

same interpretation of a particular jtem of behavior" (p. 226). Some behaviors
. '`

may be observed only under cetain,special condition. Are these described

behaviors to be restricted .to those objectives that can,be observed and

objectively judged only under certain condition? Harley points out that

observable behavioral.changesar only sampled; and that indications that a

°change in behavior has taken place can never' be a certainty. He feels that

there is a blurred line between what is accepted as observable and what is

not Taba (1962) feels/pat deciding whether or not the criteria'of the

objective has been reached, isle-SS *Portant. Harlen feels that the standard
k

of acceptable performance in a behvior objective should nOt be rigidly

applied and that some "slack" should be allowed, otherwise there is a potential

drawback in specifying behavioral objectives with explicit criteria:

Some educators are expressing a distaste for the whole proCess of

defining objectives. Sheehan (1974) sta that advocates of behavioral

,objectives have become overly zealoUs and preach their message with a
-..i

vengeance. Eisner '(1967) states that many educators feel that the specifi-
4

cation of objectives. encourages students to seek the line of least resistance.
-
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and thus:lower:their own educational goals. Otber educatOrs.feel that there

are important educational aims which cannot,be translated into behavioral

terms-= attitudes, values and the creative experiences: Still.otrs feel that

the heavy emphasis on behavioral objectives implies training rather than

education.. Some educators believe that the behavioral objective movement will

sterilize education. Sheehan (1974) states "The attempt to package, to

circumscribe, and to modularize materials for the consumer is seen as-counter-

pr9,duotive. It is4ttin direct conflict.with the more important goals of

teaching students to identify their own educational. requirements, to decide

tv
what they wo uld liketo learn and what is important to t em Within the limits

of"what is available and their own abilitles:" He goes on to say that the

rt student must be able to learn on his own with the help of the following tools:

books, fiim, to vision, journals colleagues, hit own obtervation, and.theoi

teachers. He must deriv -from them what is important without the aid of

superimposed instructional obje6fives. Sheehan feels thatj)Phaviorall)bjectiVes

advocates have pushed their views-too zealously and tend to see objectiveas

andtln themselveSrathPr.than as being only a, small part in the instructional

._process,

A final criticism by educators in regard to use of behavioral objectives

is that it takes an enormous amount of extra time and energy to formulate and use

them. Conroy (1973) points Out that most commercially produced instructional

programs that do provide behavioral objectives describe outcomes that are

usually limited to lower level skill capabilities. As a result, teachers are

forced to write mostof the objectives for the prograTs. Teachers leel that

their role is becoming one Of a' clerk whose. role is to mechanical

.

behavioral oblOctiVet. Conrby:also feels that even .-though there is broad

rind out
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agreement about, the benefith'of using behavioral objectives in education,,

relatively little use is being, made of the systematic process of developing

instruction, and that rarely does a total,school system manage itsentire

instructional program by'behavioral objectives., He concludes: "The fict of

the matter is that the vast majority of American-teachers just do not use

behavioral,objectives as a part of their professional practice."

Conclusions

Although there are several lOgical reasons for using instructional objec

gives, there is limited empirical data to support their use. Kibler et al.

(1974) point,out that there are only 'about fifty or so experimental studies

focused on instructional objectives. Unfortunately, the results of these

studies are inconsistent. The also provide no conclusive evidence about the

effect of instructional objectives-on learning.: Kibler states "of the thirty-

three studiedund-that compared itUdent learning with and without possession

of instructional objectives." Current findings on the effects of instructional

objectives provide no conclusive or consistent data on the relationship

between the use of objectives.and'student learning. We are unable to draw any

conclusive generalizations about the effect of behavioral objectives.

It was the purpose of this paper to present ,a review of he literature

concerning _the definition, form, function and the cases for an against the

use of behadoral objectives.. It'is clear that there are many different

definitions of the term "behavioral objective." Additional development is

needed in this area so that a consistent operational definition of the term

behavioral objective can for formulated. Although Mager's criteria for

writing a well stated behavioral objective is the best known, literature reveals

that there little agreement as to which characteristic of the behavioral



objective is most important, while others think that the standard or condition
,

is 'Gerlach et al. (1977) indicate that the choice of direct object .also

influences the observability and precision of a behavioral objective. They

also contend that no single component is consistently of primary importance

in'deterMining the proper form of a behaviOraliobjectiVe.

Aside from the Problem of determining the correct form of a behavioral

objedtive and the need for training educators to write in an acceptable form,

...'the literature suggests that eduCatorS must alsO be presented with the philo-

Sophy behind the.concept of behaVioral objectives, The basic charaCteristics:

of a ,behavioral objective are not fixed. Educators are not looking for ,

objectiVes that are a particular size and shape, but are looking for objectives

that are clearly stated and convey our instructional intents as concisely as

pososible.

Although there are disagreements regarding the definition and form of.

behavioral objectives, the literature reveals that behavioral objectives can

have important functions in the instructional process: (1) aid in the design

of instructional programs, (2) pl'Ovide guidance in evaluation of instructional

programs, (3) facilitate learning for students, and (4) inform teachers,

administrators, and general public of. purposes of 'the instructiodal

program. The major disagreements.lie in the very nature of the behavioral

object.iye movement itself. There is .a wide disagreement as to the advantages

of using behavioral objectives., MacDonald-Ross (1973) is one of the major

critics, stating that "behavioral objectives will never achieve all that their
,

supporter hope, for they are limited by the very presumptions on which they are

based.-"

As anidvOcate for the use ofbehayioral.Objectives in education, I will
.

conclude with the following impressions
IL

that I have drawn from review of:the
.
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literature.

1. There is a need.. to generate explicit 'principles for constructing

relevant behavioral objectives. Rules for specificity of objectives

need to be deVeloped.

2. Behavioral objectives form a well-worked out method,of rational

plantng in education._ They encourage educators.to make explicit

the values they may' have never revealed as ,well as making them think

Cand.pl n in,detailed, spacific terms.-

3..! Behavioral objectives help to better organize,the students' time as

well is give them direction and provide motivation.

4. Behavioral objectives can form the basis for a well-worked out

Iprog am for individualizing instruction..

Behavioral, objectives are the clearest verbal AeNices. available to

.educators for use in coththunicating.the intent oflearning prOgrams

tUdentti.administrators, salad genera

Be avioral objectives can provide direction and guidance to teachers

Wh they 'are choosing instructional activities and materials for a

le rning program.

. Be avioral objectives provide a rational basis for evaluating

ins ructional programs. Even with the high "costs" attached, the

cyc ical approach to-eValuating instructional programs is worthwhile.

Goo instruction is not developed overnight and without expense.

gE
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